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Scotland’s World Cup 
 

“Scotland should host football tournament to transform domestic game” 
 

Scottish football needs to raise £200 million to rescue the domestic game and transform 
its prospects for the future.  
 
The money would be spent on a new generation of football stadia to provide a ‘middle 
tier’ of clubs with a commercial base to compete with the Old Firm. 
 
That is the radical proposal of “Scotland’s World Cup”, a paper published by 
ThinkScotland and authored by public policy analyst Tom Miers. 
 
According to Miers the main problem with Scottish football is economic. Medium sized 
clubs such as Aberdeen, Hearts and Hibs are trapped in grounds that are too small. They 
lack the revenues either to compete with Rangers and Celtic, or to invest in larger stadia.  
 
By hosting a major football tournament Scotland could raise the money necessary to 
break this deadlock and reinvigorate the club game. 
 
“Scottish football isn’t competitive enough – that’s its central problem,” says Miers. “The 
domestic competitions have become dreary and repetitive, and as a result overall revenue 
and quality is falling relative to other countries. You only have to see our dismal 
performance in this year’s European club competitions to recognise that.” 
 
“Football revenues are still very dependant on attendances. Even TV revenue is largely a 
product of the fan base. The Taylor report trapped Scotland’s middle tier of clubs in all-
seater grounds that are too small. We therefore need a one-off investment to let these 
clubs grow and compete.” 
 
“This would benefit all clubs because overall revenues would improve, and competitions 
would open up. Rangers and Celtic might not win all the time, but they’d be better 
prepared for Europe, and their fans would appreciate more of a challenge.” 
 



The paper suggests that, failing large scale government investment, Scotland should bid 
to co-host either one of the European Championships after 2020 or the World Cup of 
2030, probably jointly with England, to raise the necessary funds. 
 
“These tournaments might seem a long way away but you have to play a long game in 
football politics. Repeat bidding might be necessary, but Scotland has goodwill in the 
international game, and would bring something new and fresh as a host,” says Miers. 
 
‘Scotland’s World Cup’ argues that with larger, modern stadia, a new ‘ladder’ of clubs 
would develop, using their larger capacities to increase their fan base by reducing prices 
and offering a better spectacle. 
 
“Football attendances in Aberdeen, Dundee and Edinburgh are very low when compared 
to equivalent sized cities in England,” explains Miers. “There’s no reason why our clubs 
outside the Old Firm can’t do better given the chance. That would transform the game 
and give us real prospects for the future.” 
 
ENDS 
 
Note: The report is available in full from tommiers.wordpress.com or 
www.thinkscotland.org 
 
For more information or comment, please contact Tom Miers on 07725 813 123 or 
tmiers@hotmail.co.uk  


